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It is not joy that makes us

GRATEFUL
It is gratitude that makes us

JOYFUL



Gratitude helps us look at situations positively and increases happiness and
satisfaction in the life of both adults and children. One study indicates kids even
have a better attitude toward school. 

So how do you teach this abstract concept to your kids? According to the Raising
Grateful Children Project at UNC Chapel Hill, there are four steps in gratitude:

NOTICE what we are grateful for 

THINK about why we have received something

FEEL our feelings by acknowledging when we are thankful 

DO by expressing appreciation to someone

FOUR STEPS TO GRATITUDE:

The family gratitude challenge will help you and your kids put gratitude into action.
Remember, we can be thankful in all things; even difficult things can help us
become more grateful for the things we might not have been before, and grow
stronger.

THREE ACTION STEPS

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

As a family, go through the chart during the month and
randomly pick a box. (You don’t have to do a challenge every
day. Maybe choose a row, or whatever way makes the most
sense for your family.) Read a prompt and ask each family
member to think of a person or a story that comes to mind and
share it with everyone.

If possible, send a thank you note, text, or email, to the people
you think about to let them know you are thankful for them.

Planning a Thanksgiving dinner? Go around the table and have
each person pick a prompt and share about a person or a story
that comes to mind.
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https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/what_parents_neglect_to_teach_about_gratitude


FAMILY CHALLENGEGRATITUDE

Someone who

 you see on a

consistent basis

who is always

kind

Someone who

listens to you

when you need a

friend

Something new

you learned

Someone who

helps your family

(neighbor, day

care worker, mail

carrier)

Something you are

looking forward to

Someone you 

see every day 

(at work, school,

neighborhood) who

has shown you

kindness

Something 

God made that

 you think is

beautiful

Something you use

every day that

you might take

for granted

A gift that you

loved receiving

and who gave it

to you

Someone who

lives out their

faith in a way

that you admire

Someone who

taught you

something

Someone who 

you see at a store

or restaurant on

 a consistent

 basis who is

always kind

Someone who 

may have tough to

deal with at first,

but you were

grateful for 

them later

Something you

like about

yourself

Something hard

you had to go

through and what

you learned

Something you did

well this year

Something you

saw someone else

do well

Someone or

something that

made you laugh

Someone who

taught you

something about

God

Someone who

serves your

community, or

even our country

 (either you’ve seen in

real life, or in photos

or videos online)
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